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2/2016  Crew Module Pressure Vessel on Dock at Kennedy Space Center
1/2017  European Service Module Delivery to Kennedy Space Center
1/2017  Crew Module Initial Power On at Kennedy Space Center
7/2017 Crew Module and Service Module Mate at Kennedy Space Center
3/2017  Vehicle Assembly Building High Bay 3 Construction Complete
3/2017 Launch Pad Flame trench Construction Complete
5/2017 Mobile Launcher Ground Support Equipment Install Complete
1/2018 Booster Stacking in Vehicle Assembly Building
4/2018  Core Stage stacking with Boosters in Vehicle Assembly Building
6/2018 Orion mating with SLS in Vehicle Assembly Building
8/2018 Wet Dress Rehearsal at Launch Pad
11/2018 EM-1 LAUNCH







Launch Services Program Manifest Outlook
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JPSS-1 – Joint 
Polar Satellite 
System
(Vandenberg)
ICON –
Ionospheric 
Connection 
Explorer 
(Kwajelein)
TESS –
Transiting 
Exoplanet 
Survey 
Satellite
TDRS-M –
Tracking 
and Data 
Relay 
Satellite
ICESat-2 –
Ice, Cloud 
and Land 
Elevation 
Satellite-2 
(Vandenberg)
Multi-User Spaceport 
Partnerships
Blue Origin
Exploration Park
Orbital ATK
KSC Partnerships Overview

